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From the Editor’s Desk
It’s being  three years of a dream, since  dreamt and achieved, 
Carreograph Institute of Management Studies have happily moved 
along with time stepping into its fourth year heading towards the 
future with an irrepressible desire to give a platform to its students 
to showcase their  talent in a magazine entitled ‘Carreo Chronicle’. 
In the past three years the magazine has seen enormous contribu-
tions from numerous students through thought-provoking write-ups 
or vivid photography or through soul-stirring portraits, which has 
nonetheless led to a huge applause from our intelligible readers.
                               The magazine’s new journey as such, 
reaffirms the importance of a dais for the students to exhib-
it their vibrant forte, in which they can get the opportunity for 
self-revelation and reflection. Every aspiring student apparent-
ly, is endowed with some unique not-so-often spoken capabilities 
and therefore, the pages of the magazine intends to aptly capti-
vate the inner qualities through lucid portrayal of their expertise.           
                                            Carreo Chronicle intends to not only dis-
play the multi-talented students’ contributions but also aspires to 
be a canvas meant to manifest their mental faculties. Keeping this 
in mind, the magazine is divided into certain sections for an ease of 
understanding by our readers. A section is also dedicated to dif-
ferent events which nonetheless, have been enthusiastically con-
ducted virtually during the pandemic times. The magazine is nothing 
short of a vent for expression for the budding minds, amidst the 
chaos of the ever-chasing ambition and the perilous pandemic days.

Editorial Team
CIMS

A Message
The global crisis brought  by the Coronavirus pandemic in 2020 has pushed 
us to change our thoughts and transform our regular activities.The digital 
platform have made its way into the learning pedagogy which required a sig-
nificant change in our approach.Hence, I take this platform to complement 
all students and faculties at Carreograph Institute of Managememnt Stud-
ies  for successfully growing through this transformation in the year 2020.
              The Covid-19  have made us realize again that  plan-
ning and adapting to change is a very improtant key to our success. 
Throughout this year 2020, not only the online learning continued  at      
Carreograph Institute of Management Studies, but also the dif-
ferent activities continued through digital platform.The creativ-
ity and innovation skills of all the learners contributed towards mak-
ing those days enjoyable through activities when the students could 
not come to the campus due to lock down and social distancing.
                                 In this   4th edition of Carreo Chronicle, we will see a perfect amal-
gamation of creativity & innovation emerging out of  a student’s mind.My 
sincere compliment to the Editorial  Team of Carreograph Institute of Man-
agement Studies   for  their relentless effort to capture these creative thoughts.

  Ms.Pinki Basu Choudhury
 HOD, 

  Department 
of 

 Business Administration

In Carreograph, during the hard pandemic days, we have successfully over-
come  the trying tines by focussing towards the development of our students 
so that they are well-prepared to face the challenges of life  and become true 
professionals.Apart from the activities in the classrooms we also encourage 
our students to nurture their creativity in various ways. 
This year we have showered our time for conducting online events and con-
nect with more students in and out the city.Carreo Chronicle is nonetheless a 
platform through which we endeavour to give opportunity to our students to 
showcase their hidden talent and express their imaginations. The magazine 
is a perfect place to unleash their forte in a new way than ever.

Ms.Sumita Sil
 Training Manager

MR
Training
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Dipyaman Bhattacharya
MR batch of 28th October, 20

Mark My Grave
Can you bury my soul, my work, my fame?

Can you bury the love, the hatred in the same?
May my body is sleeping in a grave,
Can you smile as a wretched slave?

Now my soul is freed from the all boundary,
And no one can stop me to relish
A minute like a whole century.

On earth whatever I lost, whatever I gained
Has been separated and has remained.

What a fool! I feared here to lie 
I sought immortality and feared this day.
Come share with me, the fantasy my friend,

Death for life is not an end.
You live, you lose or the eternal life-

You choose.
There’s nothing left to on earth,

It’s a cave.
Darkness? Worm? Don’t panic,

Mark my grave
Mark my grave.

Of the million thoughts which runs in a stu-
dent’s mind, a magazine is perhaps an apt place 
to pen down such ideas which nonetheless is a 
vent to the feelings and emotions hidden in their 
thoughts.  The student’s desk section effectively 
captures  such emotions through different write-
ups like poetry, story and essay. 
Each write-up manifests the power of a pen and 
paper  in telling the truth of this chaotic world. 
It vividly describes the imagination of a student 
and reality faced by him in the mundane life. 
So the literary works presented in this section 
is a perfect blend of  thoughts and the life lived 
everyday.



Bikram Aditya Naskar 
MR batch of 10th November,20

Sabitabra Das
MR batch of 29th January, 21

Ocean

I  wonder how big an ocean is?
Lying within which a lot of mysteries,

It starts from where the continent ends,
It is place where river water drains.

It is home to many living beings,
From here we get many useful things.

In its heart floats big and small ships,
Some for business while the other for trips.

Everyone likes to spend time in the beach,
All can go there from the poor to rich.

But i can’t stop wondering how big an ocean is?

Someday i will also reveal some of its mysteries.......



parents in the society, especially     financially      and      emotionally.
Therefore, a woman has to become the author of her own destiny, 
move away from all kinds of  obstacles(which is nonetheless quite 
demotivating) which the society often thrusts on her & move towards 
her own goals. It should be kept in mind that if a woman has the 
skills to be a mother who is considered as the first teacher in the life 
of every child, starting from patiently performing all the household 
chores and taking over other responsibilities towards the other fam-
ily members, then she also has the capability to become self-reliant.
                 We the woman of the new era certainly has the 
right to live in freedom and win over the fear of losing the bat-
tle of life. It is a fact that even though we might seem to know 
about a successful female personality but we often miss to know 
the failure which she overcomes to reach the pinnacle of suc-
cess. So, life is one. I also have the right to live like myself. No 
one else but I will decide my future because I am proud to be 
born as a woman and do not carry the burden of it being so.

    
       ***********

  

Upasana Chattopadhayay
BBA 2nd year

MY VOICE 

Our country may have become independent in 1947, but wom-
en’s freedom is still hampered in several parts of our country. 
Even though our country is developing so fast, if a girl child 
is born today, there are families who wonder whether she can 
be given social recognition or not. However, thanks to revered 
women in our gloriuos past with their remarkable achieve-
ments to name a few, like Mother Teresa, Sarojini Naidu, Ka-
dambini Ganguly, Indira Gandhi who were born in India.
                            Often in social media, discussion is done re-
garding the complexion of a woman, her appearance, even the 
obstacles which she faces in the society regarding fulfillment 
of her dreams. Nonetheless, it is a true fact that a boy may not 
have to face so many hurdles in different spheres of life as a girl 
in our country. In many places, a girl is still considered a bur-
den for the family to bring up whereas a boy is considered an 
asset. But can we deny that a girl also has the right to become 
self reliant, given the opportunity to take the responsibility for her 



Anirban Bhattacharjee
BBA 2nd year

Dawn 

The wind was blowing pleasantly in the peaceful night. 
The sound of tree leaves can be heard throughout the 
pathway. The birds were sleeping soundlessly in their 
nests. The beautiful twilight moon was being reflected 
in the gentle river stream. Beneath a flickering lamp-
post, two men were sitting on a bench besides the 
river, admiring the view. Neither of them spoke a word.
      “Beautiful, isn’t it?”Said the man in his 
20’s with a gentle smile breaking the peaceful si-
lence. He was wearing a green jacket paired with 
a blue jeans and a black canvas shoe. The wind 
was gently stroking his curly black hair and his calm 
eyes were watching the river stream. Beside him, 
was sitting a 16 year old boy. He was wearing 
a red shirt with black pants and blue canvas. He 
was silently watching the river with a lonely gaze.
       “Each night I come here at this hour to admire 
the view.” The man continued. “….But it’s not the 
first time you know, that I met someone like you, who 
would like to take a swim in the river at this hour.” 

He said while looking at the boy gen-
tly. The boy was now looking at his feet.
“You don’t know me mister, and don’t know what I 
am going through.” Replied the boy with a low voice.
“…Oh, but that’s what they all say.” The man said 
smiling. He then turned towards the river and said, 
“You know, you are right, I don’t know you and 
you don’t know me. But ask yourself, is it worth it? 
For whatever reason you are going to do it, was it 
worth it?” The boy shook up slightly, hearing that.
        Silence followed again after that for a 
short while.  “You know, when people do this, what 
happens after?” The man asked. “Yes their family 
gets devastated, every news channel will show him, 
he will be apparently a known face and name, but, 
have you ever wondered what happens to the per-
son who does it?” He asked. “Well, I would like to 
think, that he would go back to his homes. He would 
perhaps watch his parents break down in tears upon 
hearing the news of his death and attend his own 
funeral with his family.” The boy was still looking at 
his feet, but the man knew he was listening. So he 
continued, “After that, he would wake up in his bed, 
and go outside the room to see his mother watching 
the photo album, and silently stroking his photos. The 
little sibling would be getting on the school bus soon, 
struggling to believe, that he would no longer exist. 



He would then walk outside the house to take a walk, 
only to see his pet dog sitting at the doorway, waiting 
for his return. He would watch his father stop by the 
park he used to go before going to the bus station 
for office. He would watch the birds nesting in the 
trees in the sunlight. He would then go to the garden 
that he used to take care and see the outgrown vines 
and weeds taking control over the place. After 
that he would walk through the streets to see 
the people laughing and walking together. At the 
night, he would visit the river, hoping to see him-
self, and try to talk some sense with himself. 
But he could not finish from where he started.”
            Both were silent after that. Then the man 
spoke, “You know kid, you have a long life ahead of 
you. Don’t waste it like me.” The moon already was hid 
behind the horizon. Bird starts to sing. The boy finally 
looks up to find only tree leaves lying beside him. He 
then looks up towards the sky. It was finally dawn. 

*******

Studen t s ’  Canva s



So, here we come to the section 
where  a student ’s thought is 
well-portrayed through ‘art’ 
whether be in colourful paintings 
or in black-and-white sketch-
es. A student ’s mind is nothing 
short of a hub of ideas where lies 
the future path on which he or 
she desires to tread on . Art is an 
effective medium to express the 
subtle emotions of a blooming 
mind. 
Art helps to unleash the hidden 
thoughts which lay submerged 
in the day-to-day busy life of 
an ambitious mind. The maga-
zine intends to capture & chan-
nelize such not-so-often spoken 
thoughts and consequent ideas 
in this particular section .Each 
piece of art therefore has a hid-
den meaning which nonetheless 
apparently reflects the psyche of 
the student.

Arnab Karmakar 
MR batch of 17th July, 20



Pritam Sarkar
MR batch of 10th September, 20

Ayan Bhattacharya
MR batch of 17th July, 20



Supriyo Deyashi
MR batch of 28th January, 21

Aritra Banik
MR batch of 29th January, 21



Ritwik Ray
MR batch of 29th January, 21

Debangita Kundu
BBA 2nd year



Aditya Ghosal
BBA 2nd year

S t u d e n t s ’ C l i c k



This section is dedicated to capturing the skill of the students 
in photography.The students have often been observed to 
inculcate the penchant to click pictures or indulge in candid 
photography from various moments in their and other peoples’ 
lives. The photographs aptly discloses their thoughts and 
portrays the different facets of life.The mundane world is 
manifested through different clicks. 
A moment is vividly framed in a click randomly taken and 
exhibited with an appropriate caption.Each and every mo-
ment reflects life in its own way and its hidden philosophy.
Each piece of photography seen in a different perspective 
nonetheless gives a new meaning to it. The photographs are 
indeed a complete feast for the viewer’s sight.

Souvik Mondal
MR batch of 20th April,20

Nature at its Best



The City 

Arnab Karmakar
MR batch of 17th July,20

The Mind



Anindita Sen
MR batch of 10th September,20

My Land

Samnath Karmakar
MR batch of 10th September,20

Moment



Indranil Mondal
MR batch of 2nd December,20

The River

Inteshar Ahmad
BBA 2nd year

The Time



Upasana Chattopadhyay
BBA 2nd year

Serenity

Sandip Mondal
MR batch of 29th January, 21

Yearning



Kumar Krishna Tah
MR batch of 29th January, 21

Days & Nights

Anamika Tiwari
BBA 2nd year

The Light



Ahana Chowdhury
BBA 2nd year

Rainbow

Narendra Rao
BBA 2nd year

The Sky



Events In the midst of the overbearing pan-
demic and its harsh consequences, our 
students continued to participate en-
thusiastically in multiple online 
events to overcome the gloomy feel-
ing of , staying at home and abiding 
the lockdown rules. Staying at home 
couldn’t deter them to enjoy the mo-
ments of their lives and they happily 
celebrated different times to convey the 
message of safety and healthy living, 
unanimously.
This particular section of the maga-
zine is dedicated to all such events 
emphasizing the oft-quoted proverb 
‘when there is a will, there is a way’. 
The events speaks of the strength in 
unity and the happiness manifested 
through common bonding during these 
trying times.



We shall Overcome The pandemic situation started with this motivating 
event entitled ‘We shall overcome’ in which the stu-
dents unitedly participated to inspire other viewers not 
to loose hope and believe in living through overcoming 
the perilous circumstances outside our home. In this, 
not only our present batch of students participated but 
also our ex-students enthusiastically shared their feel-
ings through different social media uploads.The vid-
eos seeked to  spread the message of  love and  hope 
coupled with the vibrant spirit of today’s youth which 
ardently believes in winning  over the circumstances 
through facing the challenges that life throws sometimes.  
The event is based on the theme if  life knocks you 
down, you can choose to get up or remain fallen down.



Poster-Making Challenge

To brighten up the day and every mo-

ment lived, the students happily framed 

a  message based on lockdown and each 

message being different but the  theme 

being the same, when combined  together  

formed a poster . The poster thus made 

with modern-day technological appli-

cation  fulfilled the need to encourage 

each other to live safely with the hope 

of winning over this challenging time. 



Yaad Karo Qurbani

To commemorate Indian Independence  and salute  our 
national  heroes  who sacrificed their lives for the coun-
try, the  students were overwhelmed to pay their tributes 
through different activities like singing patriotic songs, pa-
triotic speech, art and craft, etc..The programme although 
was shot at home, nonetheless, was immensely successful to 
mark  the auspicious occasion of the Independence day and 
relive the spirit of  pride and joy through a combined effort 
which together gave a strong message of unity and bond-
ing with a feeling of love and respect for the motherland.
A special event entitled ‘Cultural Bonanza’ was organized  
where students individually marked  the diversity of cul-
ture in India  through   their   individual   contributions. 



Kobi Pronam

To celebrate the birth anniversary of the great 
poet, writer and philosopher Rabindranath 
Tagore on 7th of May, the students performed 
an online event  and  over-enthusiastically por-
trayed their talent through poetry recitation, 
rabindrasangeet and dance performance on 
rabindrasangeet. Some of them also exhibited 
their skill in drawing the portrait of the legend 
and writing an essay on his life. In this, not only 
the present students but also alumni partici-
pated. Both undergraduate and post-graduate 
students participated, representing the respect 
and love they share for the poet.



Go Green
In the pandemic time, gardening 
can be an effective way of  cop-
ing up with the stress of  staying 
indoors all throughout the day. 
Apart from that, taking care of 
nature has become eventually, 
extremely important for presev-
ing the environment. So on the 
eve of  the World environment 
Day on 5th of  June, the stu-
dents manifested their love for 
nature through different efforts 
like watering the plant, plant-
ing a sapling, drawing on chart 
paper with the message of saving 
the environment,etc..    



International Plastic Bag Free Day

To join the revolution of a plastic free 
world, the students unitedly partici-
pated to clelebrate the International 
Plastic Bag Free Day on 3rd of July,  
by framing messages as to how to freed 
the world and save Mother Earth from 
plastic. The students aptly provided so-
lutions like using paper bags, minimiz-
ing the use of plastics, etc.. 



International Paper Bag Day The students celebrated  In-
ternational Paper Bag Day 
on July 12, to  emphasize that  
we should  replace plastic 
bags with paper bags. Plastic 
bags usage which increas-
ingly leads to plastic pollu-
tion should be stopped im-
mediatly. To inspire others, 
students made paper bags 
at home, made charts show-
ing messages on paper bags 
use and also showed paper 
bags used by different lead-
ing brands of India.



Save Water Save Life
We all know that life on earth won’t sur-
vive without water. Water is an indis-
pensable part of  life of all living crea-
tures. But unfortunately, humans often 
forget that conserving water is the need 
of the hour due to the depleting water ta-
ble caused due to rising population and 
consequent increasing use of water per 
day. To pass this message to the present 
generation, the student sitting at home 
during the lockdown took the effort of  
displaying the need of preserving water 
through verbal messages, artwork done 
on charts and other demonstrations to 
conserve water at home.  



Sarodiya

The eve of  Durga  Puja  calls for a huge 
celebration  all over the country. How-
ever, keeping in mind the safety mea-
sures during the pandemic days, the 
students jointly participated to enjoy 
the festival from home through differ-
ent activities like singing, dancing and 
poetry recitation. Dressed in colourful 
ethnic wears, they happily became a 
part of the gaiety and joined hands to 
create a moment to be cherished forever.
The out-of -the-book session was abso-
lutely organized to nourish the festive 
spirit and manifest brotherhood & pa-
triotism.



Webinar

Amidst pandemic days, when life seems to 
come to a halt, thinking out-of-the-box is pos-
sibly the best way to break the monotony and 
pave the way to learn something new in a new 
way. To encourage this notion,the concept of 
Webinar i.e., seminar through web, exists to 
reach more and more seminar participants all 
around the world which not only goes along 
with the concept of social distancing but has 
also broaden the horizon of  knowledge and 
wisdom gained in the session.  
Carreograph Institute of Management Stud-
ies did organize a couple of webinars for its 
students which successfully got a lot of re-
sponses in the form of interactive participa-
tions between the students and the speaker.





Dear Readers,   
Your feedback/suggestions   

will encourage us:
carreographmba@gmail.com

mba@carreograph.com


